
Understanding the Basics and the Benefits of
OPP Token Services

USA, April 28, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/

-- The Owner's Purpose Project plans

to launch the Opportunity Token (OPP)

on the Bscscan and RC Launchpad on

April 30th, 2022, 19:00 UTC. Join the

Public / Presale for project owner’s

one-stop shop.

OPP Token Services: More Benefits

With OPP token services, you can

leverage a wide range of benefits.

Opportunity Token or OPP is the native

token of Owner Purpose that functions

as a BEP-20 token on BSC (Binance

Smart Chain). Once users get the OPP

token, they can start to take advantage

of the dedicated platform like the

Owner’s Services.

Use the OPP token as part of the paid

services on the Owner’s platform and

comes with the Purpose Content

Creator. When it comes to purpose

content creation, you can dive into

Project Genius generator, Discounted

Crypto Services, Genius Creator

generator, and Allocated Genius

Bonuses for Holders.

Simplified Approach

The Owner’s Purpose acts as a client-

based platform where users can

http://www.einpresswire.com


register for individual accounts and get access to dedicated token services. In a short time, OPP

has managed to garner significant attention from users

Shared Purpose of the Project

Owners Purpose acts as one of its kind virtual platform for OPP token holders. In fact, it

effortlessly and conveniently creates new crypto use cases, contract designs, crypto initiatives,

and business proposals. One of the reasons the OPP token is bound to get more mainstream is

that it is an all-in-one spot for project owners to make investments. 

OPP Token Partnerships

One of the first major partnerships of OPP is with RC Launchpad. But the extent of services and

use cases of OPP tokens are not just reserved for RC Launchpad. In fact, the hallmark purpose of

the OPP token is to drive more crypto community efforts. In line with these efforts, the OPP

token will target all Launchpads across different chains.

Ultimately, the OPP token intends to make more partnerships and capture the attention of more

users. It would be interesting to see when the OPP token platform partners up with Launchpads

on Ethereum, Polygon chain, AVAX, etc.

What Gains You Can Expect from OPP Token

Users with a minimum amount of $200 OPP tokens in their wallet are eligible to get a weekly

bonus. There is also 2% of LP from selling and buying to maintain the OPP token and boost the

confidence of token holders in the project. The project also offers 7% of BNB bonuses each week

for investors not selling their OPP tokens in a week. 

Final Thoughts

The endgame of the OPP token platform is to make it possible for its regular token holders to

become dedicated and advanced Owners. Right from the development phases and until the roll

out of the token project, users just need to establish crypto initiatives. In hindsight, once you

create an account, you can gain full access to attractive OPP token services.
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